
Maris Allen- Mad Lib

1. Adjective

2. Noun

3. Verb - Base Form

4. Preposition

5. Adjective

6. Pronoun

7. Verb - Base Form

8. Adverb

9. Conjunction

10. Preposition

11. Conjunction

12. Pronoun

13. Interjection

14. Adverb

15. Noun

16. Interjection
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Maris Allen- Mad Lib

The Adjective day ever was when I heard Noun was Verb - Base Form to our school. He

was being the DJ at the 8th grade formal. I didn't really believe anybody. Preposition formal night came, I

wanted to impress him big time in case the rumor was true. I went to the mall that day and got my nails done. I

visited the hair shop for a Adjective hair style. And of course I went to the mall for my formal dress. I

swear I was seeing him everywhere. I keep hearing the word Justin. And Pronoun swear his whole

album Verb - Base Form on at the mall while I was shopping. This was insane, formal was in an hour and I

was stressing out. It was only 8th grade formal but Justin Bieber; my lover could possibly be there! I got in the

car with my friend Hannah who picked me up. We arrived at the formal Adverb Conjunction I

saw my friend Gillian, Sophia and McKenzie dancing. I wanted to go dance with them, Preposition I was

too worried about if Justin Bieber was there or not. I went over and told them the news. Conjunction

Pronoun all just laughed and were saying stuff like Interjection right, he would never be here,

that's such a stupid rumor. Halfway through the dance someone tapped my shoulder I Adverb turned

around. Me expecting it was one of my friends, it wasn't. My Noun came true. Interjection
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